Cortical unit activity during intermittent photic stimulation in Papio papio. Relationship with paroxysmal fronto-rolandic activity.
Extracellular records have been made in the fronto-rolandic (FR), parietal and occipital cortical areas in Papio papio injected with allylglycine and paralysed with a synthetic curarizing agent. The organization of the unit discharges in the absence of intermittent light stimulation (ILS) is normal. During ILS, unit discharges in the FR cortex are organized in bursts of high frequency that are synchronous with the spikes of the EEG paroxysmal discharges (PD) in the same territory; this burst-organized FR activity is reversible, and bursts disappear when the ILS stops. In addition, in the FR cortex, triple or single flashes induced paroxysmal visual evoked potentials (PVEP) whose spikes were accompanied by bursts identical to the preceding ones. The slow waves which constituted the PD and the PVEP corresponded to a transitory inhibition of the FR neuronal activity. From the unit discharge patterns, no difference was observed between the two EEG paroxysmal activities recorded. No pattern of discharge in bursts was ever observed in the parietal and occipital cortex. The synchronizing role of the light stimulation in the FR cortex in Papio papio under allylglycine is discussed and the results are used to compare the experimental model with the naturally highly photosensitive animal. The particular reactivity of the FR cortex with respect to other regions is also discussed. Finally, the results bring forth new information in favour of a similarity between PD and PVEP.